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Abstract 

SARS-CoV-2 is the causaNve of the COVID-19 disease, which has spread pandemically around the 

globe within a few months. It is therefore necessary to collect fundamental informaNon about the 

disease, its epidemiology and treatment, as well as about the virus itself. While the virus has been 

idenNfied rapidly, detailed ultrastructural analysis of virus cell biology and architecture is sNll in its 

infancy. We therefore studied the virus morphology and morphometry of SARS-CoV-2 in 

comparison to SARS-CoV as it appears in Vero cell cultures by using convenNonal thin secNon 

electron microscopy and electron tomography. Both virus isolates, SARS-CoV Frankfurt 1 and SARS-

CoV-2 Italy-INMI1, were virtually idenNcal at the ultrastructural level and revealed a very similar 

parNcle size distribuNon (∼100 nm, without peplomers). SARS-CoV showed a slightly broader size 

distribuNon with a few smaller and bigger parNcles than SARS-CoV-2. The segmental peplomer 

density of SARS-CoV was approximately 30% higher than the corresponding peplomer density of 

SARS-CoV-2. This result complements a previous qualitaNve finding, which was related to a lower 

producNvity of SARS-CoV-2 in cell culture in comparison to SARS-CoV. 
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Introduc6on 

The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is a beta-Coronavirus which 

entered the human populaNon most probably at the end of 2019 and is spreading pandemically 

around the world1. The virus causes the disease termed COVID-19 which primarily affects the 

respiratory system1,2 but can extend to other organs3. Severity of the disease is highly variable 

from non-symptomaNc to fatal outcomes1. 

SARS-CoV-2 is geneNcally similar to SARS-CoV (79% sequence idenNty4) which appeared in the 

human populaNon in 2003. Both viruses use the same receptor (i.e. the angiotensin-converNng 

enzyme 2, ACE2) for host cell entry5. InfecNon of different cell lines and of paNent material could 

be shown6,7,8. Ultrastructural hallmarks of entry, replicaNon and assembly seem to be virtually 

idenNcal to SARS-CoV9. Like all viruses of the family Coronaviridae, the virus is a biomembrane-

enveloped virus with prominent spike proteins (S protein), called peplomers, which are arising 

from the membrane (Fig. 1). The structural biology of the trimeric S protein was already resolved 

by cryo-electron microscopy (EM)10. The virus genome is a single plus-strand RNA molecule which 

is associated with the nucleoprotein (N protein) in the enveloped lumen of the virus (Fig. 1). 

Very recently, morphometric data on isolated SARS-CoV-2 parNcles10-13 and virus parNcles in cells14, 

obtained by cryo-EM, were published or became available as a preprint. While cryo-EM is 

definitely the best method to study virus ultrastructure and structural biology, convenNonal EM, 

using plasNc embedding, sNll is of relevance, especially for the study of samples, which cannot be 

easily analyzed by cryo-EM, such as complex mulNcellular objects or pathological material 

obtained from paNents. Search of viruses in such material is difficult and needs a suitable reference 

obtained with virus infected cell culture material using the same preparaNon technique15. To 

provide reference data for this purpose, we carried out a study on the morphometry of virus 

parNcles of SARS-CoV-2 in comparison to virus parNcles of SARS-CoV by using transmission EM of 

the virus in thin secNons of plasNc embedded infected cell cultures.  

We show the parNcle size distribuNon of virus parNcle profiles in convenNonal ultrathin secNons 

and in single-axis tomograms of thicker secNons. The peplomer density was determined for virus 

profiles in very thin ultrathin secNons (= small projecNon volume) to increase visibility of 

peplomers. The study provides robust data, including all raw data files, on the morphometry of the 

two coronaviruses as they appear in convenNonal thin secNon EM of virus producing cell cultures 
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and demonstrate that the invesNgated SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 isolates are very similar in their 

ultrastructure apart from a small difference in peplomer density. 
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Methods 

Virus isolates 

The following virus isolates were used: 

(1) SARS Coronavirus Frankfurt 1 (SARS-CoV)16 

(2) SARS Coronavirus 2 Italy-INMI1 (SARS-CoV-2)17 

Cell culture 

Vero E6 cells (African green monkey kidney epithelial cell, ECACC, ID: 85020206) were culNvated in 

cell culture flasks with D-MEM, including 1% L-glutamine and 10% fetal bovine serum, for 1 d at 37 

°C and 5% CO2 to reach approximately 70% confluence. To infect the cultures with virus, the 

medium was removed and 10 ml of fresh medium with diluted virus stock suspension was added 

to the cells. Aner incubaNon for 30 min, as indicated above, 20 ml of medium was added and cells 

were further incubated. CulNvaNon was stopped 24 h aner addiNon of the virus suspension by 

replacing the medium with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.05 M Hepes buffer (pH 7.2). IncubaNon with 

the fixaNve lasted at least 1 h at room temperature. Fixed cells were scraped from the culture 

flasks and collected in centrifuge tubes. 

Electron microscopy (EM) 

Fixed cells were sedimented by centrifugaNon (3000 g, 10 min) using a swing-out rotor and washed 

twice with 0.05 M Hepes buffer. The cell pellet was heated to 40 °C in a water bath and mixed with 

3% low-melNng point agarose (1:1 [v/v]) at 40 °C. Aner a brief (approx. 2-3 min) incubaNon at 40 

°C, the suspension was centrifuged in a desktop centrifuge using a fixed-angle rotor for 5 min at 

5000 g and cooled on ice to form a gel. The cell pellet was cut off from the agarose gel block by 

using a razor blade and stored in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.05 M Hepes buffer. PosqixaNon, block 

contrasNng, dehydraNon and embedding in epoxy resin (Epon18) were done following a standard 

protocol19 (Supplementary Table 1). 

Ultrathin secNons were produced with an ultramicrotome (UC7, Leica Microsystems, Germany) 

using a diamond knife (45°, Diatome, Switzerland). SecNons were collected on bare copper grids 

(300 mesh, hexagonal mesh form), contrasted with 2% uranyl acetate and 0.1% lead citrate and 

coated with a thin (2-3 nm) layer of carbon. For electron tomography, gold colloid (15 nm caNonic 
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gold; 1:10 to 1:20) was added to the carbon-side of the secNons by incubaNng the secNons on a 

drop of the gold colloid suspension for 1-5 min at room temperature. 

EM of thin secNons was performed with a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai Spirit, Thermo 

Fisher ScienNfic) which was equipped with a LaB6 filament and operated at 120 kV. MagnificaNon 

calibraNon of the microscope was done by using the MAG*I*CAL calibraNon reference standard for 

TEM (Technoorg Linda, Hungary). Images were recorded with a side-mounted CCD camera 

(Megaview III, EMSIS, Germany) at a resoluNon of 1376 x 1032 pixel. Tilt series for electron 

tomography were acquired by using the tomography acquisiNon sonware of the Tecnai (Xplore 3D 

v2.4.2, Thermo Fisher ScienNfic) and a botom-mounted CCD camera (Eagle 4k, Thermo Fisher 

ScienNfic) at a resoluNon of 2048 x 2048 pixel. A conNnuous Nlt scheme at one degree interval was 

used and at least 120 images were recorded (minimum +60 to -60°). Tracking before image 

acquisiNon was performed to compensate image shins introduced by the mechanics of the stage. 

Alignment and reconstrucNon were done with the Inspect3D sonware (Version 3.0; Thermo Fisher 

ScienNfic) by using a defined procedure and the “Simultaneous IteraNve ReconstrucNon 

Technique“ (SIRT) with 25 iteraNons (Supplementary Table 2). 

Measurement of virus par6cle size 

Size of virus parNcle profiles was measured in images of ultrathin (60-70 nm) secNons and in 

tomograms of thin (150-180 nm) plasNc secNons. 

Extracellular virus parNcles in ultrathin secNons were selected randomly at the microscope and 

were recorded with the side-mounted camera (at a magnificaNon of 105,000x), if they met the 

following criteria: (1) the parNcle was morphologically intact; (2) the parNcle was not pressed 

against other structures; (3) at least 2/3 of the virus parNcle was covered with peplomers. Three 

datasets were recorded (see Table 1). 

Size measurements were done with the iTEM sonware (version 5.2; EMSIS, Germany) and the 

“Circle with Center and Radius“ measurement funcNon (mouse adjustable radius). The circle radius 

was adjusted to fully enclose the parNcle (with and without peplomers) and the radius was 

determined, which corresponded to the maximal diameter of the virus parNcle profile. 

Extracellular virus parNcles in thin secNons were recorded by single-Nlt electron tomography using 

the botom-mounted Eagle 4k CCD camera, at a magnificaNon of 18,500x and 23,000x (1.17 and 
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0.96 nm pixel size) and a binning of 2. Virus parNcles were selected randomly. If parNcles appeared 

morphologically intact and NlNng to at least -60 and +60° was possible, a Nlt series of the region of 

interest was recorded. Two datasets, one for SARS-CoV and one for SARS-CoV-2, with a minimum 

of 12 Nlt series each, were recorded (Table 1). Tomograms were reconstructed according to the 

workflow listed in Supplemental Table 2. Measurements were performed with the Fiji sonware20 

by using the following workflow. Tomograms were loaded, size calibrated and inspected in the 

orthoslice view (z, x/z and y/z view). For size measurements, parNcles were selected which 

appeared intact, showed no disNnct compression by other structures and which were with more 

than half of their size enclosed in the tomogram volume. Maximal diameter of the selected virus 

parNcle (without peplomers) was measured by adjusNng the z view to a level where the parNcle in 

x/z and y/z view becomes maximal in width and by using the oval selecNon tool with the 

measurement sewng „fit ellipse“. The maximal diameter of the oval (ellipNcal) selecNon was 

noted. 

Measurement of peplomer density 

The peplomer density on virus parNcles was esNmated using very thin (45 nm) plasNc secNons. 

Extracellular virus parNcles were randomly selected and recorded with the side-mounted CCD 

camera at a magnificaNon of 135.000x if the parNcles met the following criteria: (1) the parNcle 

was morphologically intact; (2) the parNcle was not deformed (e.g. by pressing against other 

structures); (3) the parNcle membrane was visible (at least 90% of the perimeter). Two datasets, 

each with about 150 parNcles, were recorded (see Table 1). 

To determine the number of peplomers per membrane profile length, the perimeter of each virus 

parNcle was manually outlined with the “Fited Polygon“ measurement funcNon of the iTEM 

sonware (version 5.2; EMSIS, Germany) and measured, while the peplomers (including parNally 

visible peplomers) were counted. Number of peplomers per membrane profile length was 

normalized to a membrane length of 320 nm which was approximately the median perimeter 

length of the virus parNcle profile in very thin plasNc secNons. The resulNng values represent the 

peplomer density per unit perimeter length and the segmental parNcle volume present in the 

secNon and is termed “segmental peplomer density“ of virus parNcles. 
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Table 1. Overview of the datasets used for virus parNcle measurements 

Dataset # Virus isolate Sample
Number of 

sec6ons
Sec6on thick-

ness [nm]
Number of 

files
File format Pixel size [nm]

1 SARS-CoV Frankfurt A 4 60-70 126 Nf, 16 bit 0.64

2 SARS-CoV-2 Italy-INMI1 B 4 60-70 128 Nf, 16 bit 0.64

3 SARS-CoV-2 Italy-INMI1 C 5 60-70 122 Nf, 16 bit 0.64

4 SARS-CoV Frankfurt A 2 150-180 12 mrc/Nf, 16 bit 0.96 / 1.17

5 SARS-CoV-2 Italy-INMI1 B 3 150-180 17 mrc/Nf, 16 bit 0.96 / 1.17

6 SARS-CoV Frankfurt A 5 45 111 Nf, 16 bit 0.54

7 SARS-CoV-2 Italy-INMI1 B 5 45 134 Nf, 16 bit 0.54
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Results 

Extracellular virus parNcles of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 in Vero cell cultures revealed no 

significant morphological differences in ultrathin secNons (Fig. 2). Virus parNcles appear as round 

to oval profiles. Size distribuNons of virus parNcle profiles in convenNonal ultrathin (60-70 nm) 

secNons were also similar for both viruses (Fig. 3 A-D). SARS-CoV showed a few smaller and larger 

profiles than SARS-CoV-2, which could be due to the presence of a few parNcles with a non-

circular/-oval shape (see below). However, the median of maximal parNcle profile was the same 

(130 nm with peplomers and 90 or 89 nm without peplomers) for both viruses. The replicaNon of 

the analysis using a second cell culture batch in an independent infecNon experiment with SARS-

CoV-2 resulted in an essenNally idenNcal size distribuNon and median of the parNcle profiles 

(Supplemental Fig. S1). 

The size distribuNon, and especially the median, resulted by measuring the virus parNcle profiles in 

convenNonal ultrathin secNons could be biased by an overrepresentaNon of virus secNon profiles 

of a parNcular virus parNcle size and by deformed parNcles. Therefore, we recorded tomographic 

Nlt series of viruses in thicker secNons (150-180 nm) and calculated single-axis tomograms to 

measure virus parNcles at their maximal diameter (Fig. 4) and to rule out the presence of 

deformed (i.e. non-circular/-oval) virus parNcles. The aligned Nlt series and the tomograms showed 

that almost all of the parNcles possessed an oval shape (Supplemental Videos 1-4). We rarely (less 

than 5% of all parNcles) detected deformed parNcles. In the SARS-CoV samples we found one small 

cluster of deformed viruses atached to a cell (Supplemental Fig. S2) which were excluded from the 

measurements. Due to the variable and frequently low density of the peplomers, we only 

measured the maximal parNcle size without peplomers in the tomograms. ParNcle size distribuNon 

determined in tomograms is similar to the parNcle size distribuNon measured in ultrathin secNons 

(Fig. 3 C-F), with again an idenNcal median for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 of 99 nm, which is 

approximately 10 nm more than measured in thin secNons. The size distribuNon was also similar 

with a slight shin to higher parNcle diameter for the SARS-CoV (Fig. 3E, F). We have to note that 

the thin secNons shrunk during electron beam illuminaNon which caused a compressed 

appearance of the parNcles in x/z and y/z direcNon (Fig. 4). This effect is well known and usually 

does not affect dimensions in x/y if samples/secNons are well fixed at their supports21, which most 

likely was the case during our image recording because we used secNons on grids with rather small 

holes and finally stabilized the secNons by a carbon layer. 

To get an idea about the peplomer density on the two different coronaviruses, we counted the 
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peplomers present on parNcle profiles in very thin (45 nm) secNons and related the number to the 

membrane length of the parNcle perimeter (segmental peplomer density). The measurements 

were normalized to a reference perimeter membrane length of 320 nm, which corresponds to the 

median parNcle profile perimeter measured in the analysis. Figure 5 shows two representaNve 

virus parNcles of the datasets. The frequency distribuNon of the segmental peplomer density for 

the two coronaviruses revealed a similar shape with a shined median, i.e. SARS-CoV = 12 and 

SARS-CoV-2 = 9 peplomers per reference perimeter membrane length. Although the frequency 

distribuNons of the segmental peplomer density were widely overlapping (Fig. 5 C, D), 

measurements indicated that the invesNgated SARS-CoV virus populaNon carried more peplomers 

at their surface than the SARS-CoV-2 virus populaNon. 
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Discussion 

We determined the size and peplomer density of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 virus parNcles in situ, 

in the surrounding of virus producing Vero cells, by using thin secNon EM. Viruses and cells were 

chemically inacNvated and stabilized by glutaraldehyde in situ and embedded in plasNc. This 

preparaNon procedure changes the ultrastructure of biological objects22, including their 

dimensions23, e.g. by adding chemicals or by removing the water, and it does not preserve their 

accurate molecular structure24. However, at the resoluNon level sufficient to study the 

ultrastructure of organelles (i.e. their shape and internal architecture), this procedure provides 

reliable informaNon which is, at this resoluNon, in many cases very similar to the informaNon 

obtained by cryo-EM22, the gold standard in structural biology.  

Cryo-EM provides maximal structural informaNon about the virus architecture down to the 

molecular level25,26. However, for single parNcle cryo-EM, virus parNcles usually have to be 

concentrated and purified, which is not trivial, especially for enveloped viruses. PurificaNon and/or 

enrichment can select for a certain parNcle size and shape, introduce deformaNons27, which was 

also observed for SARS-CoV-211, and might cause loss of membrane protein28. Biosafety sNll 

requires inacNvaNon of the virus preparaNon before conducNng the sample preparaNon for cryo-

EM, and the effects on the ultrastructure must be carefully controlled. The recently published work 

on isolated SARS-CoV-211-13 only parNally addressed those aspects11. 

Studying virus parNcles by cryo-EM in situ atached to or present in the cells is extremely difficult 

to perform, since whole cell cryo-EM (i.e. cryo-electron tomography) needs either thin parts of an 

infected cell or lamella preparaNon by FIB-SEM to generate datasets of frozen hydrated and 

therefore virtually unchanged virus parNcles29. This work is technically extremely challenging and 

very Nme consuming29 and usually restricted to a limited set of samples which not necessarily fully 

represent the biological variability of the sample. However, in a recent study both approaches 

could be applied to SARS-CoV-2 infecNons of different cell lines14 providing valuable structural data 

on cell-associated virus. 

Our study was intended to provide a reference for ultrastructural work performed on virus infected 

cells embedded in plasNc, because this method is widely used to study, for instance, the cell 

biology of infecNon models or infected paNent material. The results revealed that the SARS-CoV 

and SARS-CoV-2 are very similar in morphology and size, as could be expected from the close 
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taxonomic relaNonship of the two viruses4 and reports on the virus ultrastructure in plasNc 

secNons which are available8,9,15. However, the similarity of the size distribuNon of the two 

coronaviruses tested and of the two biological replicates (two independent infecNon experiments 

with SARS-CoV-2) was a surprise because enveloped viruses are usually more variable in shape and 

size than non-enveloped viruses30. We used two different strategies for determinaNon of virus 

parNcle size in thin secNons: (1) Measurement of virus parNcle secNon profiles in ultrathin (60-70 

nm) secNons and (2) measurement of widest parNcle profile in tomograms of thin (150-180 nm) 

secNons. The size distribuNon median was about 10 nm bigger in tomograms than in ultrathin 

secNons, which can be explained by the fact that in ultrathin secNons the smaller profiles of a 

dominant fracNon of parNcles that are larger than the secNon thickness will be overrepresented in 

the analysis and shin the size distribuNon to lower values. The median of the size distribuNon of 

virus parNcles without peplomers in tomograms was about 100 nm for both coronavirus isolates 

and can be esNmated to be about 140 nm with peplomers, based on the measurements of parNcle 

secNon profiles in ultrathin secNons which indicate a peplomer size of about 20 nm in our samples. 

The size values measured for SARS-CoV in our study (∼100 nm, without peplomers) differ from the 

values measured by cryo-EM (SARS-CoV: 86.5 nm31 ; SARS-CoV-2: 90-97 nm11,13,14). As already 

menNoned above, it is highly likely that the plasNc embedding changed the size of the virus 

parNcles. For instance, it is known that the tannic acid and bloc-contrasNng scheme which we have 

used increases membrane thickness32 and that tannic acid binds to glycoproteins33 such as the S-

protein, which could account for the observed differences in size. Other reasons to explain the 

difference could be the different virus strains which we have used in comparison to the strains 

used in the cryo-EM studies11,13,14,31 or differences in the cell culture. It is also not possible to 

exclude that concentraNon and purificaNon of virus parNcles before cryofixaNon have an impact on 

the size distribuNon of the virus parNcle populaNon. A comparison of non-purified and purified 

SARS-CoV-2 showed only small differences (91 vs. 92 nm11) and the measurement of SARS-CoV-2 in 

situ resulted in similar values (90 nm14) which suggest that virus parNcles were not affected during 

preparaNon in those experiments. In contrast, the cell type producing the virus seems to have an 

effect on the size distribuNon11. 

In summary, the parNcle size of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 measured by convenNonal thin secNon 

EM is only roughly 10% different from the parNcle size values obtained by cryo-EM. Even the size of 

the peplomers is similar with both methods (∼20 nm). Remarkably, negaNve staining EM of enNre 

virus parNcles of the same SARS-CoV-2 isolate as the one used for determinaNon of parNcle size in 
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thin plasNc secNons, revealed size values (90 nm; Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Fig. 

S3) which are pracNcally idenNcal to the values measured by cryo-EM (∼90 nm11,14). 

The measurement of the peplomer number in a small volume of secNoned parNcles, which can be 

termed “segmental peplomer density“, revealed differences which could reflect differences in 

peplomer density of virus parNcles of the two different coronavirus populaNons studied. A 

qualitaNve difference of the peplomer density between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 was already 

observed in another study9 and associated with a reduced infecNvity of SARS-CoV-2 in comparison 

to SARS-CoV. Our quanNtaNve measurements, which were performed with the same SARS-CoV 

isolate but a different SARS-CoV-2 isolate than the one used in the study of Ogando et al.9, support 

this conclusion. For SARS-CoV, Beniac et al.31 esNmated a mean number of 65 peplomers per virus 

using cryo-EM, with a certain variability in distribuNon between different parNcles, which 

corresponds roughly to the maximum values measured for SARS-CoV in our study. We measured a 

maximum value of 22 peplomers for a virus segment (45 nm thick), which roughly represents a 

third of an enNre virus parNcle. However, the median is much lower, i.e. 12 peplomers per virus 

segment, which indicates differences between the two virus populaNons analyzed. Again, Beniac et 

al.31 used a different SARS-CoV isolate than we have used in our study (Tor 3 versus Frankfurt 1), 

which may explain the observed differences. Peplomer density of SARS-CoV-2 was determined 

recently by cryo-EM for different virus isolates than the virus isolate used in our study. The 

reported mean values vary from 25 to 40 peplomers per virus parNcle with significant variaNon 

among parNcles11-14. Our measurements of 9 peplomers per virus segment, represenNng roughly a 

third of the enNre virus, falls in the same range. The relevance of the difference of the peplomer 

density between different virus isolates is not known but could be related to virus infecNvity and 

fitness which must be studied further. Our comparaNvely simple method to achieve a measure for 

the peplomer density and variability in a virus populaNon could be helpful to analyze the different 

SARS-CoV-2 isolates already present or evolving in the human populaNon34 by comparing the 

peplomer density with virus infecNvity and receptor-binding affiniNes. 

In summary, we provide morphometric data for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 parNcles in plasNc 

secNons, which are very similar to the data obtained by cryo-EM. All raw datasets can be used for 

re-invesNgaNon or other purposes (e.g. for validaNon / tesNng / training of computer algorithms). 

The major outcome is that the invesNgated isolates of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 are 

ultrastructurally very similar in shape and size and show a small difference in their peplomer 

density. 
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Data availability 

Datasets 01 to 07 (see Table 1) are available at the data repository Zenodo: 

Dataset 01: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3985098 

Dataset 02: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3985103 

Dataset 03: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3985110 

Dataset 04: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3985120 

Dataset 05: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3985424 

Dataset 06: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3986526 

Dataset 07: DOI 10.5281/zenodo.3986580 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Transmission EM of a single virus parNcle of SARS-CoV-2 at the surface of a Vero cell in an 

ultrathin plasNc secNon (10 summed up digital slices of an electron tomogram). The secNon 

through the virus parNcle shows the main ultrastructural features of the virus which were 

manually highlighted by color: yellow = virus-enveloping membrane, red = peplomer (spike 

protein), blue = ribonucleoprotein (N protein and RNA). Scale bar = 100 nm. 

Figure 2. Transmission EM of ultrathin secNons through Vero cells which were either infected with 

SARS-CoV (A), or with SARS-CoV-2 (B). Viruses are atached to the surface of the cells and do not 

reveal substanNal differences in their ultrastructure. Scale bars = 100 nm. 

Figure 3. ParNcle size distribuNon of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. A, B. Histograms of maximal 

parNcle profile diameter in ultrathin (60-70 nm) secNons (datasets 01 and 02; Table 1). C, D. 

Histograms of maximal parNcle profile diameter without peplomers in ultrathin (60-70 nm) 

secNons (datasets 01 and 02; Table 1). E, F. Histograms of maximal parNcle profile diameter 

without peplomers in electron tomograms of thin (150-180 nm) secNons (datasets 04 and 05; 

Table 1). ParNcles were measured at their thickest diameter (see Fig. 4 and Methods secNon). M = 

median; N = number of measured parNcles. 

Figure 4. A single digital slice (z view) of an electron tomogram of SARS-CoV-2 parNcles. The ortho-

slice view shows the parNcle labelled by the white cross lines in side view (x/z and y/z) of the 

volume at the indicated secNon plane. The parNcle appears ovoid in shape and the thickest part of 

the parNcle in z was selected for size measurement. Note that the secNon is compressed in z and 

thinner than the nominal 180 nm set at the microtome, which also affects the shape of the parNcle 

viewed in x/z and y/z. This arNfact is well known in electron tomography of plasNc secNons and 

only slightly affects the size in x/y16. Scale bar = 100 nm. 

Figure 5. Analysis of the peplomer density of SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 by transmission EM of 

very thin (45 nm) ultrathin secNons. A, B. Single virus parNcles of either SARS-CoV (A) or SARS-

CoV-2 (B) which show differences in peplomer density. Scale bars = 100 nm. C, D. Histograms of the 

number of peplomers per unit perimeter membrane length of SARS-CoV (C) and SARS-CoV-2 (D) 

(datasets 06 and 07; Table 1). M = median; N = number of measured parNcles. 
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